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The implementation of trap-assisted tunneling of charge carriers into numerical simulators ASPIN
and D-AMPS is briefly described. Important modeling details are highlighted and compared. In spite
of the considerable differences in both approaches, the problems encountered and their solutions
are surprisingly similar. Simulation results obtained for several tunneling recombination junctions
made of amorphous silicon sa-Sid, amorphous silicon carbide sa-SiCd, or microcrystalline silicon
smc-Sid are analyzed. Identical conclusions can be drawn using either of the simulators. Realistic
performances of a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cells can be reproduced with simulation programs by
assuming that extended-state mobility increases exponentially with the electric field. The same
field-enhanced mobilities are needed in single tunneling recombination junctions in order to achieve
measured current levels. Temperature dependence of the current-voltage characteristics indicates
that the activation energy of enhanced mobilities should be determined. Apparent discrepancies
between simulation results and measurements are explained and eliminated making use of Gill’s
law. For application in tandem and triple solar cell structures, tunneling recombination junctions
made of smc-Sid are the most promising of all examined structures. © 2004 American Institute of
Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1811375]
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer-aided design (CAD) of optoelectronic devices
is an important tool for testing theories obtained through
extensive material research. Simulation programs provide in-
sights into a device’s internal and external properties, and
give a profound understanding of the relations between rel-
evant device and material parameters. The main advantage of
CAD is the negligible cost of the evaluation of different de-
signs in comparison to pilot production of real devices. How-
ever, there is a major drawback—domains, where the as-
sumptions accounted for in the built-in models may no
longer be valid due to some other prevailing physical phe-
nomena, are sometimes vaguely defined or not known in
advance. Thus, revalidation of models by reproduction of
different measured characteristics remains an essential pro-
cedure in numerical modeling.
In this paper, the physics controlling the electric trans-
port in amorphous and microcrystalline structures regularly
used as tunneling recombination junctions (TRJs) of
a-Si-based tandem solar cells are explored with two indepen-
dently developed simulation tools: ASPIN (Ref. 1) and
D-AMPS.2,3 When standard numerical procedures (well estab-
lished in the device modeling of amorphous and microcrys-
talline structures) were applied, high currents measured in
n-p or in n-p+-p junctions4 could not be explained.5,6 Tun-
neling of charge carriers via localized energy levels within
the semiconductor mobility gap—previously not included in
numerical simulators—was believed to be the main contribu-
tion to the total current. In addition to the well known Poole-
Frenkel effect,7 three important theories were derived from
the same basis by Vincent et al.,8 Hurkx et al.,9 and Furlan.10
They were successfully integrated into several existing nu-
merical simulators.2,11,12 However, we will show, in agree-
ment with the results obtained by Willemen11 that in most
TRJs it is not possible to reproduce the current levels found
experimentally, even when these transport mechanisms are
considered.
This paper is organized as follows: in the following sec-
tion, we briefly describe the numerical simulators ASPIN and
D-AMPS with emphasis on the trap-assisted tunneling algo-
rithms implemented in each of the computer codes. In Sec.
III, we compare our computer predictions with the results
published by Hegedus et al.4 Five TRJ structures combining
amorphous silicon sa-Sid layers with amorphous silicon car-
bide sa-SiCd and microcrystalline silicon smc-Sid layers are
studied in parallel. In Sec. IV, we discuss the sensitivity of
the performance of a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cells to the se-
lected TRJ structure. Finally, in Sec. V, we examine how
temperature influences TRJ and tandem solar cell perfor-
mances. Apparently unacceptable discrepancies between ex-
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perimental and simulated results are explained and elimi-
nated by applying Gill’s law.
II. ASPIN AND D-AMPS IN PARALLEL
A. Brief description of ASPIN’s and D-AMPS’ computer
codes
Simulation programs require many input parameters—
measured and/or conceptual—in order to produce plausible
output results that comply with the presupposed physical
laws. Material parameters describe individual layers (layer
thickness, energy gap, density of states, etc.) of the structure
under study; external parameters determine the working con-
ditions (temperature, illumination, etc.), while system param-
eters control the execution of the numerical algorithm (simu-
lation type, order of subroutines, precision, etc.). The
complex set of semiconductor nonlinear differential equa-
tions can be reduced to the modified continuity equations and
Poisson’s equation (three unknowns per discretization point
have to be calculated).1,3,13 Many other equations, such as
generation-recombination process-related expressions, also
have to be included. The entire system has to be self-
consistently solved in accordance with the given boundary
conditions by an iterative algorithm.
The numerical algorithm of ASPIN (Ref. 1) is based on
finite differences. The system of semiconductor equations is
solved with a customized block nonlinear iterative algorithm
based on Gummel’s method.13 Modifications of the original
Gummel algorithm were introduced in order to reduce ex-
ecution time while keeping the same precision and to im-
prove robustness, i.e., to improve convergence. It is beyond
the scope of this paper to give more details on these modifi-
cations. Some information, e.g., usage of Bernoulli func-
tions, first suggested by Scharfetter and Gummel, can be
found in Refs. 13 and 14. The ASPIN’s algorithm calculates
free-carrier concentrations of holes spd and electrons snd, and
the electrostatic potential sVd. The implementation of the
generation-recombination process follows the Shockley-
Read-Hall (SRH) and Sah-Shockley statistics for continu-
ously distributed density of states (DOS). Traps (allowed en-
ergy levels that form DOS) inside the mobility gap can be
described by the standard (predefined distribution) or “defect
pool” models, as uncorrelated and/or amphoteric states
(Gaussians) and exponential tails. Optical properties are cal-
culated with an advanced optoelectronic simulator
Sunshine15 embedded in ASPIN. Originally, ASPIN was de-
signed for the simulation of single a-Si pin solar cells where
the consideration of trap-assisted tunneling was not neces-
sary, and therefore no such models were initially developed.
D-AMPS (Ref. 2) is an updated version of the simulation
program AMPS.3 Like ASPIN, it is based on the method of
finite differences. The D stands for developments introduced
in the last decade: tunneling through thin barriers, amphot-
eric states, light scattering on rough surfaces, defect pool
model, etc. D-AMPS uses the Newton-Raphson iteration
method to solve the Poisson and continuity equations. Both
quasi-Fermi levels (EFp and EFn) and the electron potential
sVd were chosen as the three unknowns to be calculated.
Describing DOS is similar as in ASPIN. Tunneling through
thin barriers previously implemented in D-AMPS involves
transitions at constant energy and does not considerably in-
fluence the performance of the structures presented in this
paper. It differs remarkably from the trap-assisted tunneling
of electrons and holes, which is closely linked to the genera-
tion and recombination process (energy exchange), as de-
scribed in the following section.
B. Trap-assisted tunneling models
To describe tunneling via localized states in the a-Si
mobility gap (Fig. 1), the trap-assisted tunneling theory
(TAT) developed by Furlan10 was integrated into ASPIN.12
TAT is an extension of the SRH model and includes the
Poole-Frenkel effect (lowering of the potential barrier caused
by the electric field). Similar in essence, however, a com-
pletely different numerical model of trap-assisted tunneling
based on Hurkx’s recombination model9 (RM) was inte-
grated into D-AMPS. D-AMPS also accounts for emission en-
hancement caused by the Poole-Frenkel effect (PFE),7,8 not
originally included in RM, and allows for two different op-
tions: either to work with RM and PFE decoupled but oper-
ating simultaneously on the device or to include PFE in elec-
tron and hole trap-assisted tunneling models by appropriately
modifying Hurkx’s algorithms.
Both theories are based on analytical functions that, due
to suitable approximations, depend on local variables only
(values of variables valid at some other location are ex-
pressed with local values; using nonlocal values is known to
cause problems with convergence of numerical algorithms).
Only one additional independent parameter, the effective tun-
neling mass smtund, is introduced. Calculated field-dependent
factors enlarge the capture cross sections and the emission
coefficients of trap states for more intense fields, and the
models converge to the SRH equations when the electric
field approaches zero.
A straightforward comparison of Hurkx’s and Furlan’s
approach is given in Ref. 10. Let us point out that the former
uses Airy functions to estimate the tunneling contribution,
while the latter relies on the WKB approximation. Either
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the trap-assisted tunneling mechanism
(combination of SRH—Shockley-Read-Hall mechanism and tunneling
process).
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way, an estimation of the local (exact or averaged) electric
field and the corresponding barrier (the conduction band for
electrons and the valence band for holes) is required. D-AMPS
uses exact local values. On the contrary, in ASPIN only the
local value of electric field is taken, while the barrier is av-
eraged for the WKB approximation (Fig. 2). This difference
primarily affects the location of the peak and the spread of
the tunneling contribution to the generation-recombination
process. Recombination rates (forward regime) calculated by
D-AMPS are usually a bit higher and limited to a smaller area
when compared to ASPIN’s output. The described approxima-
tions (Airy, WKB) were chosen to reduce calculation times
considerably.
C. ASPIN vs D-AMPS on a n-i-p mc-Si TRJ
In this section we briefly demonstrate that in an actual
n-i-p smc-Si/mc-Si/mc-Sid TRJ case ASPIN and D-AMPS give
almost identical or at least highly comparable simulation re-
sults, in spite of all the differences in the applied models and
algorithms. The complete simulation models (TAT + FTM
and RM + PFE + FTM) discussed and developed throughout
the rest of this paper were applied. A heavily defective in-
trinsic layer was chosen to amplify the role of traps and the
trap-assisted tunneling contribution. Standard material pa-
rameters, independently established from other similar simu-
lations and experiments, were used.12 Simulated net recom-
bination rates and J-V characteristics of this n-i-p TRJ are
compared in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. This is the only time
a J-V plot is shown in a linear scale (later on, we use semi-
logarithmic plots instead).
The total current in the mc-Si n-i-p junction is almost
completely determined by the trap-assisted tunnel-
recombination process. The comparison is focused on the
forward voltage regime, which corresponds to the working
regime of the junction when it is used as a part of a tandem
solar cell. Slight discrepancies between the net recombina-
tion rates shown in Fig. 3 are mostly due to differences in
models implemented in our simulators (Hurkx vs Furlan, dif-
ferent barrier estimations). Predicted J-V characteristics (Fig.
4) reveal a negligible, up to 4 mV, deviation in estimated
voltage drop over the n-i-p TRJ at the same current level.
Such a small difference has no influence on the complete
multijunction solar cell simulation result.
TAT and RM +PFE models were proved to be equivalent
from the simulation point of view. Simulation results re-
ported in this paper can be obtained by either ASPIN or
D-AMPS, and most probably by any other computer program
that would incorporate similar models. To make our work
completely transparent and consistent, we strictly chose to
plot only results obtained with one of the programs (D-AMPS)
and tried to keep our discussions as general as possible.
FIG. 2. Estimation of the local electric field and the corresponding (exact or
averaged) barrier. In D-AMPS (a), exact local values are taken, whereas in
ASPIN (b), the local value of the electric field is taken; however, the barrier is
averaged for the WKB approximation.
FIG. 3. Net recombination rates at 0.1 V of an n-i-p mc-Si single TRJ
incorporating a defective 4 nm thick intrinsic layer. Standard material pa-
rameters independently established from other similar simulations and ex-
periments were used.
FIG. 4. A comparison of simulated J-V characteristics (on a linear scale) of
an n-i-p mc-Si single TRJ incorporating a defective 4 nm thick intrinsic
layer. Standard material parameters independently established from other
similar simulations and experiments were used.
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III. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF TRJ STRUCTURES
A. Recombination vs charge trapping
In the last decade, simulation programs were extensively
used for the design and optimization of tandem and triple
a-Si solar cells. Simulated open circuit voltage sVOCd was
(initially) always substantially lower than the VOC of actual
devices, and many of the computer-generated J-V curves un-
der illumination showed a “tail” when the applied voltage
approached VOC,11,16 reflecting the behavior of bad triple
junction solar cells.
Under thermodynamic equilibrium, electrons (holes) are
the majority carriers on the left (right) side of each n-p TRJ
in multiple cells. There is a crossover of free-carrier concen-
trations at a specific point xc located in the doped layer with
the higher activation energy.17 The AM1.5 light source gives
rise to a large amount of built-up charge and to the excess
free carriers inside the TRJ: electrons on the n side and holes
on the p side. Free carriers that are photogenerated in the
active intrinsic layers and subsequently trapped in TRJ layers
introduce light-induced dipoles. Consequently, if the rates of
“good” recombination (namely, between electrons and holes
photogenerated in the top and bottom p-i-n cell, respec-
tively) are not sufficient, the effective field and the electron
barrier of TRJ junctions are lowered. These light-induced
dipoles also weaken the electric field inside the p-i-n intrin-
sic layers, causing a lot of “bad” recombination (between
electrons and holes photogenerated in the same p-i-n cell),
which reduces the total current.
The classical SRH recombination model is not able to
provide enough good recombination in the TRJ structures to
favor recombination over trapping (i.e., electrons and holes
pile up and form light-induced dipoles), which leads to a
substantial voltage drop in TRJ junctions. Consequently, the
current levels at voltages near VM (maximum power point)
are significantly lowered. The increase in the density of
states in the TRJs would strengthen these light-induced di-
pole effects even more. Within the SRH formalism, the re-
duction of light-induced dipoles could be accomplished by
adopting very large capture cross sections, more than ten
orders larger than normally assumed.16
Hou found an alternative solution in decreasing the
simulated a-Si mobility band gap around xc to values as low
as 1.1 eV.16 To further ease the recombination between elec-
trons and holes in this region, they also graded the conduc-
tion band of the n layer and the valence band of the p layer.
Although this approach accounts for the effects of the space
charge on the band bending in TRJ, it is difficult to properly
model the distribution of localized states and their influence
on device behavior. At the same time, there is no experimen-
tal evidence supporting a band gap lowering inside a TRJ.
Band gap grading is not needed in TRJs where all layers are
of mc-Si if its mobility band gap is assumed to be equal to
the band gap of monocrystalline silicon sc-Sid.17 Applying
Hurkx’s RM and the PFE model simultaneously, the experi-
mental VOC of a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cells with mc-Si TRJ
could be reproduced with D-AMPS for mc-Si mobility gaps up
to 1.4 eV.17,18 Furthermore, Willemen et al.5 successfully fit-
ted VOC of a-Si-based tandem solar cells using standard val-
ues s1.7–2.0 eVd for the a-Si mobility gap of the TRJ layers,
which will be discussed in the following sections.
When recombination plus trap-assisted tunneling (which
is also a recombination process) versus charge trapping is
addressed, different ways of modeling of material properties
can influence simulated device characteristics considerably
more in comparison with devices where the standard SRH
model is accurate enough. As will be described later, we used
two contrasting descriptions of mc-Si DOS and activation
energies of a-SiC to highlight reasons for different device
performances, which should also be considered during de-
vice design and optimization. Wide tails and low dangling
bond (DB) density, for example, can lead to higher recombi-
nation rates than the opposite case of steep tails and high DB
density, because charge carriers that are already far from
their corresponding bands are more likely to recombine than
to be reemitted (e.g., an electron trapped in a donorlike tail
state near the valence band edge is more likely to be recom-
bined with a hole from the valence band then to be reemitted
to the conduction band); the trapped charge balance is also
changed. Of course, there are a number of parameters that
are important in this evaluation, such as individual trap cap-
ture and emission cross sections, charged vs neutral cross
section ratio, etc.
B. Mechanisms controlling the total current in TRJs
In a power generating tandem solar cell (p-i-n-p-i-n,
p-i-n-i-p-i-n), the TRJ is an n-p or n-i-p forward biased
structure. For a well designed TRJ the voltage drop over the
junction sVTRJd has to be very small. Our simulations show
that in a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cells with efficiencies over
10%, VTRJ is not higher than 0.05 V. If VTRJ of 0.3 V is
assumed (bad TRJ), for instance, not more than 8% effi-
ciency can be achieved. Electrons (holes) injected into the n
layer (p layer) move by diffusion against the field. As they
cannot surmount the high built-in potential present in TRJ,
they have to recombine (the high built-in potential must exist
and is essential for obtaining high VOC, which is the sum of
voltages over both p-i-n subcells). The recombination rate
profile shows a sharp peak in TRJ around the position where
the Fermi level crosses the midgap.
Recombination rates limit the total current in low-
forward biased n-p or n-i-p junctions when the recombina-
tion process is described by the SRH formalism.19 If stan-
dard electrical parameters are assumed for TRJ structures
regularly used in a-Si multiple junction cells, our simulation
programs predict current levels in the range from 2
310−7 mA/cm2 to 5310−6 mA/cm2 at a forward voltage of
0.05 V. A typical current level in a-Si tandem solar cells is
about 8 mA/cm2, and Hegedus et al.4 reported experimental
J-V curves of several TRJs produced as single junction de-
vices with currents ranging from 1 mA/cm2 to 3 mA/cm2 at
0.05 V. This means that calculated current levels have to be
increased by seven orders of magnitude (by applying proper
physical models). As pointed out before, we would need to
enlarge the capture cross sections within the SRH formalism
to unreasonably large values to match the experimentally ob-
served currents. Moreover, computer generated J-V curves of
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n-p and n-i-p structures are rectifying, while the measured
J-V curves published by Hegedus et al. show similar current
levels for reverse and forward voltages. These facts clearly
indicate that we have to include an extra transport mecha-
nism in order to enhance recombination.
The physics controlling the charge transport in isolated
(produced as single junction devices) TRJ structures and the
physics of TRJs being part of multiple junction solar cells are
similar, but some differences can be pointed out. In both
cases, there is injection of electrons and holes from the con-
tacts into the n-layer, and p-layer, respectively, diffusion to
higher potential energies, and finally recombination. In
single TRJ junctions the dark current supply can be limited
by doped layer conductivities or by bad contacts. In multiple
junctions the current supply, i.e., the injected current, could
additionally be limited by recombination losses taking place
in the intrinsic layers of the p-i-n subcells. In isolated TRJ
there is also a charge build-up caused by current injection.
We could identify this charge trapped in doped layers by the
name “injection-induced dipole.” However, this dipole does
not seriously affect the n-p or the n-i-p effective built-in
potential barrier, because the barrier is controlled by the ac-
tivation energies of doped layers or by contacts when doped
layers are not heavily doped (and, of course, by the applied
voltage). Under normal working conditions the current levels
in multiple junction solar cells under illumination are higher
than in a single TRJ for the same applied voltage.
To simplify the discussion, isolated TRJ structures will
be studied first. In this paper, five different TRJs combining
a-Si, a-SiC, and mc-Si layers are examined. Next, the fol-
lowing structure is discussed in detail: n-p+-p (a-Si/a-Si/a
-SiC; 25 nm/5 nm/25 nm). Finally, dark J-V curves of all
proposed TRJ structures are compared and discussed.
1. Enhancing recombination in TRJs
As the SRH formalism in our computer codes predicts
very low current levels for the working regime voltages, we
had to include additional mechanisms to enhance the recom-
bination. We explored several alternatives (already dis-
cussed): RM,9 with and without PFE,7,8 TAT,10 as well as a
model predicting field-dependent capture and emission rates
(FCE) discussed below.
RM and TAT define analytical derivations that introduce
field-dependent factors enlarging the capture cross sections
and the emission coefficients of trap states. Strong electric
fields sF.104 V/cmd increase the transparency of potential
barriers opposing the tunneling of free carriers from ex-
tended states toward gap states. Expressions converge to the
SRH equations when the electric field approaches zero. The
formalism of RM and TAT is sometimes referred to as re-
combination tunneling, since tunneling is taken into account
by enhancing the recombination.
In the PFE model the effective cross sections of charge
defects become field dependent. They are enhanced by the
factor EH=expsDEI /kTd, where DEI is given by DEI
=qsqF /p«d1/2 resembling the well-known equation of image
lowering. The symbol F stands for the electric field strength
in the device at the grid point under consideration (local
value). Some authors argue that not only cross sections of
charged traps, but also neutral cross sections are enlarged by
the same factor EH.
10 Both possibilities were considered in
our analysis.
The FCE model is based on conclusions similar to
the predictions of Gu and Schiff.20 Simulation results, as
well as the RM and TAT formalisms, lead to the conclusion
that the attempt-to-escape frequency is field dependent in
the form of n=n0 expsF /F0d. However, in spite of the rea-
soning of Gu and Schiff and following the idea of RM and
TAT, we implemented field-dependent cross sections as
ssFd=s0 expsF /F0d, where F0 is an input parameter (V/cm).
Instead, the effective density of state at the mobility edge
(NC, NV) was kept independent of electric field strength.
Dark J-V curves obtained for the different models just
described are plotted in Fig. 5.
Pushing simulation parameters to their limits (either by
lowering effective tunneling masses, making PFE affect
charged and neutral capture and emission cross sections, or
lowering values of F0 in FCE) increases the forward and
reverse currents only to a certain extent. The J-V curves
remain rectifying, which contradicts measurement results.
For instance, with FCE we were able to enhance the total
current in an n-p+-p sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ up to
4310−4 mA/cm2 at a forward voltage of 0.05 V. We ob-
served that the current cannot be increased any further by
decreasing F0 below 53104 V/cm.
In order to reach the measured current levels, we need to
question the charge transport mechanisms. Whichever model
is chosen (TAT, RM, PFE, FCE), the effective cross sections
become strongly field dependent, and they are significantly
enhanced with respect to the values used in the original SRH
formalism. In all of these models, we are really working on a
single grid point, and there is no real connection in the sense
of lateral charge movement between the regions where the
recombination is maximal and the regions where free-carrier
concentrations are high (the origins of tunneling). Although
the described models enhance recombination for increasing
electric fields, electrons and holes still have to move to the
physical position where recombination takes place.
FIG. 5. Dark J-V characteristics of an n-p+-p sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ ob-
tained using different models that enhance capture cross sections and emis-
sion coefficients: SRH, FCE (F0 in V/cm), PFE, RM+PFE (mtun=0.01 me,
mn=20 cm2/Vs, mp=2 cm2/Vs). TAT model is approximately equivalent to
balanced RM+PFE.
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An increase of free-carrier mobilities helps diffusion of
majority free carriers against the electric field (via Einstein’s
relation) to the region where they actually recombine. Wille-
men has already suggested this possibility in his Ph.D
thesis.11 We checked that the front and the back contacts and
the n-layer and p-layer conductivities are not limiting the
total current. It is interesting that the same conclusions were
drawn for D-AMPS using Hurkx’s RM and for ASPIN using the
TAT model based on Furlan’s theory. Models compensating
for the lack of sufficient charge flow by enhancing the ex-
tended state mobility were successfully tested.
2. Impact of using high mobilities on charge transport
in TRJs
In order to locate areas where the total current is limited
by diffusion, we increased mobilities for both electrons and
holes by the same factor in different regions of the simplest
TRJ structure studied by Hegedus,4 the n-p sa-Si/a-SiCd
junction. We found that the total current did not change when
we increased the mobilities in the n-type sa-Sid and p-type
sa-SiCd layers near the front and back contacts only. The
total current started to rise when we increased the mobilities
in the region where the recombination rate reaches 10−3 of its
peak value. The recombination peak is located close to the
n-p interface and coincides with the crossover between the
electron and hole free-carrier concentrations. Only when
both mobilities are increased by the same factor sfmd over
entire structure do we see a parallel displacement in the cur-
rent level sJd by this factor sfmd in the voltage range of in-
terest s−0.3 V, +0.3 Vd. Corresponding recombination rates
at different applied forward voltages under dark conditions
are shown in Fig. 6. Increasing both mobilities with higher
and higher values of fm, we observe a parallel displacement
of the entire J-V curve as long as fm does not exceed 105.
Surpassing this value, contacts or doped layer conductivities
start to limit the total current. If we continue with the simu-
lation experiment and set the barriers at both contacts to only
0.01 eV and if keep increasing the doping levels up to
1021 cm−3 (both semiconductors become degenerated; the
Fermi level is around 0.1 eV inside bands), we can observe
that J-V curves scale up perfectly for higher mobilities—up
to a factor of 109. In order to reach experimentally observed
current levels, mobilities have to be scaled up by at least a
factor of 104 all over the device. The original extended state
electron and hole mobilities were assumed to be 20 and
2 cm2/V s, respectively.
There is experimental evidence suggesting that conduc-
tivity and drift mobility in a-Si increase exponentially with
the electric field F.21,22 In spite of the fact that transport in
TRJ is by diffusion (mobilities and diffusion coefficients are
connected through Einstein’s relation) and that experimental
results published in the literature are related to the transport
of electrons by drift, Willemen assumed5,11 that both ex-
tended state electron and hole mobilities are exponentially
dependent on the electric field, according to the expression
msFd=m0 expsF /F0d, where F0 is a parameter determining
the magnitude of the dependence on electric field strength. In
Willemen’s original model, mobilities were recalculated only
once, with the values obtained from the simulation results
under thermal equilibrium conditions, so we should rewrite
the expression above as msFd=m0 expsFTE/F0d. The tem-
perature dependence of the model was never addressed. With
such an approach, the quality of a TRJ can easily be overes-
timated. In badly designed TRJs, the electric field can vary
considerably with the working conditions (voltage, tempera-
ture, etc.) and these dependencies should also be modeled.
To make the simulations coherent, we implemented a
similar model (FTM—field and temperature dependent
mobility) but recalculated mobilities in each iteration of
the simulation, making mobility field and position
dependent: m=m0 expfFsV ,xd /F0g, more precisely m
= ffm0sxd ,FsV ,xd ,T ,F0g. Expressions involving mobilities
were integrated into the preexisting equation set so that the
entire system of semiconductor equations could be self-
consistently solved by the iterative algorithm. The feedback
effect of the FTM model on other device properties was
therefore not neglected.
Returning now to the more complex structure n-p+-p
sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd, Fig. 7 shows the dark J-V curves of
the n-p+-p structure obtained for different values of F0.
In order to reach the currents measured by Hegedus et al.
(,3 mA/cm2 at V=0.05 V), the value of the parameter F0
FIG. 6. Recombination rates sRd in an n-p (a-Si/a-SiC, 25 nm/25 nm) TRJ
at different forward biases. Vicinity of the metallurgic junction is shown;
R,1012 cm−3 s−1 elsewhere.
FIG. 7. Dark J-V characteristics of an n-p+-p sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ
calculated assuming that both mobilities follow the expression
m=m0 expfFsV ,xd /F0g, m= ffm0sxd ,FsV ,xd ,T ,F0g, i.e., the FTM model.
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had to be kept below 83104 V/cm. Interestingly, we see in
the same figure that the predicted dark J-V curve is almost
Ohmic (at F0=83104 V/cm), as was experimentally ob-
served.
C. Comparison of different TRJ structures
The following five devices will be examined in this sec-
tion: (1) n-p+-p sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd, (2) n-p sa-Si/a-SiCd, (3)
n-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd, (4) n-i-p smc-Si/mc-Si/mc-Sid
and (5) n-p smc-Si/mc-Sid. Thicknesses, activation energies,
mobility gaps, baseline mobilities sm0d, and DOS of different
materials utilized in our simulations are listed in Table I. As
there is uncertainty in the literature about the electrical pa-
rameters of mc-Si, we decided to model this material with
two different sets of inputs: the STmc set corresponds to a
high dangling bond (DB) density and steep tails and the
WTmc set to a low DB density and wide tails semiconductor.
Band offsets in heterojunctions were split half and half
between the conduction and valence bands. The value of the
tunneling effective mass was defined as 0.01me, where me is
the free electron mass.
Flat band conditions at both contacts were assumed;
therefore, the overall built-in potential is obtained as the dif-
ference in energy between the bulk Fermi levels of the semi-
conductor materials located at the front and at the back con-
tact. Overall built-in potentials sVBId and interface built-in
potentials of the five structures are shown in Table II. Two of
these structures contain one interface and three of them con-
tain two interfaces. In the second case, Table II also indicates
the built-in potential present at the left and at the right inter-
faces. These figures correspond to the energy difference be-
tween Fermi levels of individual layers before each junction
is made. Positive values are used when the energy of the
Fermi level corresponding to the semiconductor located at
the left-hand side of the interface is higher than the energy of
the Fermi level of the semiconductor located at the right-
hand side of the interface.
The first two structures have the same total built-in po-
tential. Nevertheless, the electric field profiles reveal impor-
tant differences (Fig. 8). In the first structure the n-p+ and the
p+-p interfaces give rise to electric fields of opposite direc-
tions. The electric field is reinforced at the n-p+ interface,
and it is weakened at the p+-p interface (see Table II). How-
ever, differences between the electric field profiles of struc-
tures (1) and (2) are minor in comparison to the electric field
profiles of the other three structures where built-in potentials
are higher. The electric field at the left interface in structure
(3) is considerably higher than its counterpart in structure (4)
(Fig. 8). Field profiles are quite important in our discussion
because the mobility is assumed to be exponentially depen-
dent on the electric field strength. Figure 9 shows the dark
J-V characteristics at room temperature for F0=105 V/cm.
Mobilities were recalculated according to the FTM model.
The following mechanisms are acting in series when
TRJs are forward biased: electron injection through the front
contact, diffusion of electrons against the field, tunneling of
electrons from extended to gap states, recombination of elec-
trons and holes in gap states, tunneling of holes from ex-
tended to gap states, diffusion of holes against the field, and
TABLE I. Simulation parameters of the five TRJ structures. Two different sets of parameters (STmc and WTmc)
have been used for mc-Si.
n sa-Sid p+ sa-Sid p sa-SiCd n smc-Sid i smc-Sid p smc-Sid
Thickness (nm) 25 10a 25 20 5 20
Activation energy (eV) 0.27 0.2a 0.47b 0.026 0.73 0.059
Mobility gap (eV) 1.76 1.72 1.98 1.54 1.54 1.54
DB density scm−3d 531018 631018 531018 5310
18 1.531018 531018
531016 531015 531016
Tail slope Ea /Ed (meV) 30/50 40/60 45/80
10/10 10/10 10/10
20/30 20/30 20/30
Gdo, Gao scm−3 eV−1d 1021 1021 1021
231020 231020 231020
1021 1021 1021
Mobilities scm2/V sd 20/2 20/2 20/2 40/4 40/4 40/4
aResults of simulations following more faithfully the parameter values and thicknesses as reported by Hegedus
et al. (Ref. 4) were already presented in Ref. 12.
bDevices with a more optimistic activation energy of 0.33 eV will be discussed as well.
TABLE II. Built-in potentials of simulated TRJs and potential barriers present at each interface of TRJ struc-
tures having more than one interface.
1 2 3 4 5
Structure n-p+-p n-p n-p+-p n-i-p n-p
Materials a-Si/a-Si/a-SiC a-Si/a-SiC mc-Si/a-Si/a-SiC mc-Si mc-Si
Overall VBI (eV) 1.1 1.1 1.244 1.455 1.455
Left VBI (eV) 1.29 1.424 0.77
Right VBI (eV) −0.18 −0.18 0.685
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hole injection through the back contact. The total current is
defined by the limiting mechanism. Interestingly, in all of
these five different devices—for the parameters adopted and
assuming STmc layers—we find that the same mechanism is
limiting the total current: diffusion against the electric field,
i.e., free-carrier concentrations and low mobilities are the
simulated current bottlenecks. Although hole diffusion is
more limiting than electron diffusion, both carriers play their
role in defining the total current. In addition, tunneling and
recombination (recombination in mc-Si layers is dominated
by midgap states due to its low mobility gap) also play a
minor role in limiting the total current in devices made en-
tirely of mc-Si. On the contrary, the total current in the n
-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ is limited purely by diffusion,
regardless of DOS distribution (either STmc or WTmc) in the
mc-Si layer.
Observed simulation trends agree well with the experi-
mental results published by Hegedus.4 J-V curves of differ-
ent TRJs shown in Fig. 9 were calculated for the same value
of the parameter F0 s105 V/cmd. For lower or higher values
of F0, the experimental trend is still preserved. The quanti-
tative reproduction of Hegedus’ results requires, on the other
hand, certain dispersion in F0 for the three TRJs (depending
on all other material parameters used in the simulation): 8
3104 V/cm in the n-p+-p sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd, 5.5
3104 V/cm in the n-p sa-Si/a-SiCd, and 13105 V/cm in
the n-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd cases.
We have assumed in our simulations that the sa-SiCd
p-layer has an activation energy sEad of 0.47 eV. This high
activation energy can lead to a device where the depletion
region would spread beyond the given location of the corre-
sponding metal contact if it could be possible. The perfor-
mance of such a TRJ can be improved by lowering the acti-
vation energy of the a-SiC layer. We observed a significant
increase (one order, in the case of Ea=0.33 eV) in the total
current of the n-p sa-Si/a-SiCd and n-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-
SiCd TRJ structures. Only a minor increase in the current
is obtained in the n-p+-p sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ because
the recombination peak is located well inside the sa-Sid
n-layer, the n-p junction is formed with the sa-Sid p+ layer,
and therefore the sa-SiCd p layer contributes mostly to the
serial resistance of the device. Hegedus’ measurements
can be matched with a simulation based on lower activation
energy s0.33 eVd without major changes in the parameter
F0 for all three TRJ devices: 83104 V/cm in n-p+-p
sa-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd, 13105 V/cm in n-p sa-Si/a-SiCd, and
13105 V/cm in n-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd.
In the n-i-p smc-Si/mc-Si/mc-Sid and n-p smc-Si/mc-
Sid TRJ structures (not studied by Hegedus), simulations pre-
dict significantly higher total currents due to a much larger
supply of free holes provided by the smc-Sid p layer com-
pared to the sa-Sid p layer. WTmc layer n-i-p and n-p devices
show even higher currents due to stronger electric fields
formed in these junctions. Thus, field-dependent mobilities
and consequently diffusion against the electric field increase
significantly. A decrease in DB densities improves the elec-
tric field (and mobilities that are field dependent) at the junc-
tion by shielding (with trapped charge) the field originating
from the charge of active dopants with less intensity. The
removal of the intrinsic layer helps in shaping the electric
field that otherwise spreads over the whole intrinsic layer.
This explains the results shown in Fig. 9, where higher cur-
rents are calculated for devices with WTmc layers (less DB)
than devices with STmc layers (more DB). This result also
confirms the fact that simulated total currents are (normally)
not limited by recombination when TAT, RM, PFE, or FCE
are applied. However, the value of F0 could as well be un-
derestimated in the case of the WTmc simulation parameter
set. We found no experimental evidence reported in the lit-
erature that would confirm or overthrow either of the conclu-
sions.
Simulations presented in this paper indicate that struc-
tures entirely made of mc-Si are the least current limiting of
the five analyzed structures when functioning as TRJs and
are therefore most promising for implementation in multi-
junction solar cells.
IV. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TRJ STRUCTURES
IN a-Si/a-Si TANDEM CELLS
In this section we study the dependence of the perfor-
mance of an a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cell with respect to the
FIG. 8. Electric field profiles of different TRJs at a forward voltage of
0.1 V. Structures are aligned to the n-layer metallurgic junction position at
0 nm (see Table II; STmc DOS was assumed for mc-Si layers).
FIG. 9. Dark J-V characteristics predicted for the five TRJs under study (see
Table II). For easier comparison FTM parameter F0 was always set to
105 V/cm.
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TRJ structure selected to connect two p-i-n subcells. We fo-
cus our discussion on the a-Si/a-Si device having mobility
gaps of 1.88 eV and 1.78 eV that has been produced, char-
acterized, and previously modeled at Utrecht University.17,18
The experimental efficiency of these cells was slightly above
9%, independent of the TRJ structure used: n-i-p smc-Si/
mc-Si/mc-Sid or n-ox-p smc-Si/oxide/mc-Sid; the simulated
mc-Si mobility gap was assumed to be 1.2 eV, and for the
effective tunneling mass, the value of the extended state ef-
fective mass of c-Si was used.17 By lowering the effective
tunneling mass to 0.01me, where me is the free electron mass,
tandem solar cell efficiencies up to 10% could be simulated.
In the present discussion we assume, in accordance with
the paper of Ilie and Equer,23 that the effective tunneling
masses (TAT, RM) are lower than the extended state effective
masses and are equal to 0.01me. A higher, more pessimistic,
value of the mc-Si mobility gap was chosen: 1.54 eV (the
conditions for growing quality, thin mc-Si layers on a-Si are
rarely met). The parameters outside the TRJ structure were
not altered, because they were already selected to fit experi-
mental results.17 However, the inclusion of the field-
dependent mobility physics called for reoptimization of the
TRJ intrinsic layer thickness.
Table III compares the performance of the tandem solar
cell with respect to parameter F0 for the five different TRJ
structures analyzed in Sec. III C. Some interesting conclu-
sions can be extracted from our results. First, the highest
efficiencies were obtained with TRJs made entirely of mc-
Si. The efficiency of those tandem solar cells saturates for
values of F0 lower than 105 V/cm. This can be visualized for
the n-p smc-Sid TRJ in Fig. 10. For low values of F0, free
carriers can easily diffuse to the region where they recom-
bine. Tandem solar cell efficiency is a function of F0 mainly
through FF, because JSC and VOC change very little with
respect to F0. The optimum intrinsic layer thickness is ob-
viously independent of the presence, absence, or defect
density of the intrinsic mc-Si layer for low values of F0.
From previous studies made on a-Si tandem solar cells with
STmc n-i-p TRJ—looking at the experimental efficiencies
achieved18 and taking into account Fig. 10—we can only say
that the value of the parameter F0 should be lower than 5
3105 V/cm. The dependence of the tandem solar cell effi-
ciency on F0 can be neglected only for very high values of
F0 s.106 V/cmd. Highest solar cell efficiencies are then ob-
tained using thin TRJs, where electric fields are stronger and
the electron barrier is therefore thinner. If n-p and n-i-p
smc-Sid TRJs are described with very low values of F0
s,105 V/cmd, the same tandem solar cell efficiencies are
obtained for both types of junctions; the top and bottom
p-i-n subcells start to limit the carrier supply, and TRJs no
longer influence solar cell performance.
In the n-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ structure, materi-
als of quite different electrical properties are combined. The
TABLE III. Efficiency (%) of the a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cell for different TRJ structures and for different values of F0. In the last line, only the RM
+PFE contribution is considered, i.e., the physics of field-dependent mobilities described by the FTM model is removed. Both WTmc and STmc DOS parameter
sets for mc-Si layers are accounted for. The activation energy in the sa-SiCd p layer is assumed to be either 0.33 eV sLEad or 0.47 eV sHEad.
Tandem solar cell efficiency (%) with respect to the TRJ used
F0sV/cmd n-p sSTmcda n-p sWTmcda n-i-p sSTmcda n-i-p sWTmcda n-p+-p sLEadb
83104 11.46 11.62 11.45 11.57 11.40
13105 11.45 11.62 11.43 11.57 11.32
53105 9.52 9.87 9.25 9.70 8.59
13106 9.20 9.27 8.96 9.27 8.30
FTM off 8.87 8.74 8.68 8.87 8.04
F0sV/cmd n-p+-p sHEadb n-p+-p sHEadc n-p+-p sLEadc n-p sHEadc n-p sLEadc
63104 9.98 8.05 9.40 5.58 8.33
83104 9.75 7.21 8.53 5.20 7.38
13105 9.17 6.93 8.10 5.03 6.96
53105 7.31 6.03 6.86 4.61 6.03
13106 7.11 5.91 6.74 4.57 5.88
FTM off 6.95 5.80 6.63 4.52 5.86
aAll layers made of mc-Si (either STmc or WTmc).
b
n made of mc-Si, p+ of a-Si, p of a-SiC (either HEa or LEa).
c
n and p+ made of a-Si, p of a-SiC (either HEa or LEa).
FIG. 10. Dependence of p-i-n-p-i-n sa-Si/a-Si/mc-Si/mc-Si/a-Si/a-Sid
tandem solar cell efficiency on the value of the parameter F0sV/cmd
adopted in the n-p mc-Si TRJ structure. Simulation results are shown for
TRJs with WTmc and STmc layers.
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activation energy in doped mc-Si is much lower than in
doped a-SiC. The insertion of a highly p-doped a-Si inter-
mediate layer increases the amount of good recombination.
However, this TRJ does not perform as well as the fully
mc-Si TRJ. The experimentally obtained activation energy of
the sa-SiCd p layer of the top p-i-n subcell was 0.47 eV.
Using the same p layer in the bottom p-i-n led to quite poor
solar cell performance. We ran simulations assuming that the
activation energy of the bottom subcell p layer was either
0.47 eV or 0.33 eV. Table III and Fig. 11 show significant
differences obtained in the solar cell efficiencies. All the pa-
rameters (VOC, FF, and JSC) are lower in the tandem solar
cell having the higher activation energy in the p layer of
the bottom p-i-n subcell. The high activation energy of the
a-SiC layer led to poor efficiencies of the a-Si tandem cells;
moreover, we were not able to reach the 10% efficiency mark
even for very low values of F0. High activation energies can
be tolerated in the top p-i-n p layer because the front contact
can sustain the electric field in the intrinsic layer, and heavily
doped p layers are more appropriate for the bottom p-i-n
cell.
Table III summarizes the conversion efficiency of
a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cell with different TRJ structures and
leads to some additional observations: the a-Si tandem solar
cell performance is even worse when no mc-Si layers are
present in the TRJ structure; there is a clear correspondence
between higher forward dark currents in the TRJs and higher
efficiencies of a-Si/a-Si tandem cells using these TRJs.
Our results indicate that only when at least one of the
TRJ layers is made of mc-Si can we achieve the reported
a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cell efficiencies (above 9%) for real-
istic values of F0 (around 105 V/cm). If lower mobility gaps
for a-Si and a-SiC are used in the simulation, then higher
values of F0 are sufficient for obtaining realistic simulation
results. However, F0 should be associated with the tunneling
current ascribed to the recombination term and is therefore
case related and not a fixed value.12
V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF J-V TRJ
CHARACTERISTICS
When the temperature dependence of the simulated J-V
curves in the range from 200 to 400 K is compared to ex-
perimental results, a significant discrepancy can be observed.
Hegedus et al.4 published the temperature dependence of the
total current at a reverse voltage of −0.1 V. It was shown
that in the 200–400 K temperature range the current changes
by less than one order of magnitude. Assuming that electron
and hole mobilities are field dependent, i.e., msFd
=m0 expsF /F0d, we obtained in our simulations that for an
external voltage of −0.1 V the current changes by more than
nine orders of magnitude, since the total current is controlled
by diffusion, and this mechanism is highly temperature de-
pendent. In order to reduce this dependence, we decided to
assume that the field-enhanced free-carrier mobilities are
also highly temperature dependent. Following the work pub-
lished by Juska et al.,24 we adopted the more general depen-
dence of both mobilities with respect to the electric field and
to temperature as: msFd=m0 expsqAF /kTFd, where A is an
input parameter expressed in nanometer and TF is given by
the expression: 1 /kTF=1/kT−1/kTCR. TCR is a second input
parameter (temperature expressed in Kelvin). The expression
is known as Gill’s law. It specifies an activation energy for
the mobility and tends to decrease the dependence of the
diffusion current with respect to temperature. The form
expsC /kTd, where C=qAF, introduced above, counterbal-
ances the temperature dependence expressed by the form
exps−D /kTd, where D=EC−EF or D=EF−EV, characteristic
TABLE IV. Efficiency of a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cells with regard to TRJ type and parameter sA ,TCRd values
assume Gill’s law was applied for the calculation of charge carrier mobilities. Refer to Table III for the TRJ
description.
Tandem solar cell efficiency (%) with respect to the TRJ used
A (nm) / TCR (K) n-p sSTmcda n-i-p sSTmcda n-p+-p sEEadb n-p+-p sLEadc n-p sLEadc
11/450 – – – – 7.73
10/450 – – – 8.60 7.46
8/500 11.59 11.55 11.60 8.51 7.36
8/450 11.57 11.54 11.40 8.16 7.01
8/400 11.37 11.34 10.44 7.71 6.64
aAll layers made of STmc mc-Si.
b
n made of mc-Si, p+ of a-Si, p of LEa a-SiC.
c
n and p+ made of a-Si, p of LEa a-SiC.
FIG. 11. Dependence of a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cell efficiency on the value
of the parameter F0sV/cmd adopted in the n-p+-p smc-Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ.
Simulation results are shown for p-type sa-SiCd layer activation energies of
0.33 eV and 0.47 eV.
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of free-carrier concentrations. The computer-predicted tem-
perature dependence of the J-V curves can be adjusted by
changing the values of parameters A and TCR.
Adequate values reduce temperature dependence of the
total current within the 200–400 K range to only one order,
which agrees quite well with the temperature dependence
published by Hegedus et al. The most appropriate parameter
values were determined as TCR=450 K and A=11 nm in the
n-p sa-Si/a-SiCd TRJ, A=10 nm in the n-p+-p sa-
Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ, and A=8 nm in the n-p+-p smc-
Si/a-Si/a-SiCd TRJ. Table IV shows how different values of
parameters A and TCR affect the performance of a-Si/a-Si
tandem solar cells. Juska et al.24 proposed values of A
=1.6 nm and TCR 5430 K in order to fit the temperature
dependence of the measured drift mobility. Alternative equa-
tions proposed in Ref. 24 were also tested, but did not im-
prove simulation results.
Table IV does not include simulation results for values
of A higher than the ones which match the current levels
measured experimentally in the last three TRJs. A straight-
forward correlation between parameter F0 introduced with
the FTM model and Gill’s law exists, i.e., F0=kTF /qA.
Therefore, Gill’s law can easily be implemented in numerical
simulators. It reduces the temperature dependence of the
FTM model, making it more appropriate for single TRJ, tan-
dem, and triple solar cell simulations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The numerical simulators ASPIN and D-AMPS were de-
signed for solving the standard semiconductor equation set.
Different development paths were chosen. Nevertheless, the
simulation results must always meet actual measurements,
and this gives us the unique opportunity to study the phe-
nomena with different tools, and above all, it helps us to
objectively evaluate our work.
The integration of trap-assisted theories based merely on
improved generation-recombination rates into numerical
simulators built around the drift-diffusion model undoubt-
edly requires additional modeling of the tunneling currents.
One of the most convenient ways is to include these currents
as an addition to the extended state mobility.
Simulation results showed, in agreement with the experi-
mental results, that TRJ tunneling junctions incorporating at
least one mc-Si are superior to completely a-Si structures.
Realistic performances of a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cells can
be simulated assuming that the extended state mobility in-
creases exponentially with the electric field.
A careful analysis of the temperature dependence of the
current-voltage characteristics of single recombination junc-
tions indicates that field-enhanced mobility decreases expo-
nentially with the temperature. Proper application of Gill’s
law, which can be readily implemented in numerical simula-
tors, reduces simulated TRJ current temperature dependence,
making it resemble experimental observations. A revised
field-enhanced mobility model in conjunction with the trap-
assisted tunneling model enables reasonable predictions of
a-Si/a-Si tandem solar cell efficiencies. Nevertheless, fur-
ther work is recommended to refine the expressions describ-
ing mobility with respect to temperature and to electric field
strength.
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